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Story Size 
 
Abstract: The shortest stories are zero words long. T here is no maximum length. 
 
Take a strip of paper with ‘once upon a time there’ written on one side and ‘was a 
story that began’ on the other. Twisting the paper and fastening the ends produces 
John Barth’s Frame-Tale, which prefixes a token of ‘once upon a time there was a 
story that began’ to itself.1 According to its author, Frame-Tale is “... the shortest 
story in the English language (ten words); on the other hand, it’s endless.”2 This paper 
argues Frame-Tale is neither the shortest nor the longest story: zero is the minimum 
story length, and there is no maximum. 
 One clarification. This paper contributes nothing original, even pedagogically, 
to mathematics or its philosophy, and its contributions to the philosophy of literature 
are merely marginal. The purpose of the paper is not to use examples from literature 
to cast light on philosophical problems. On the contrary, the purpose of the paper is 
the opposite: to use mathematical and philosophical ideas for the creation of literature. 
Frame-Tale is an example of the fascinating fiction which may be created in this way, 
but, I shall argue, it falls far short of exhausting the possibilities in the area. 
 The application of mathematics to the elaboration of novel literary forms has 
been extensively explored by the Oulipo, a collective writing mainly in French, but to 
my knowledge they’ve overlooked the possibility of exploiting transfinite numbers.3 
The infinite as a theme in literature has been well explored by Jorge Luis Borges. I’ve 
taken his advice when he says “It is a laborious madness and an impoverishing one, 
the madness of composing vast books – setting out in five hundred pages an idea that 
can be perfectly related orally in five minutes. The better way to go about it is to 
pretend those books already exist, and offer a summary, a commentary, on them.”4 
 
There are many microfictions shorter than ten words. Augusto Monterroso’s story The 
Dinosaur, for example, consists of the eight words: ‘When he awoke, the dinosaur 
was still there.’5 Ernest Hemingway is purported to have written a story of just six 
words: ‘Baby’s shoes: brand new, never worn.’6 And Forrest Ackerman’s story 
Cosmic Report Card: Earth consists of a single letter: ‘F’.7 According to its author 
Cosmic Report Card: Earth is “... what must be the world’s shortest science fiction 
story – one letter of the alphabet for which I got paid a hundred dollars.”8 
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 But the shortest stories are less than one letter long.9 Metamicrofiction, for 
example, is a short story which consists of no letters and exactly zero words.10 Just as 
Frame-Tale is an infinitely long story about an infinitely long story, Metamicrofiction 
is a zero word story about a zero word story.11 Since Metamicrofiction consists of no 
words, letters or other symbols at all, no story is shorter. (Metamicrofiction does have 
one word in its title. But one can imagine the publication of an untitled sequel, with a 
similar theme.12) So zero is the minimum story length. 
 It might be objected that Metamicrofiction and its sequel are not stories, since 
they lack, for example, traditional plot and characterization. But Frame-Tale also 
lacks traditional plot and characterization. And insofar as Frame-Tale is a traditional 
narrative whose protagonist is a story which heroically persists despite the odds 
against it (it isn’t), Metamicrofiction is a traditional narrative whose protagonist is a 
story which tragically ceases despite the odds in its favour (it isn’t either). So insofar 
as Frame-Tale is a story, Metamicrofiction is a story as well. 
 Some definitions of story exclude Frame-Tale and Metamicrofiction simply 
because of their lengths. Aristotle’s, for example, defines a story as the imitation of a 
whole and complete action, which has a beginning, middle, and ending, as well as an 
appropriate length.13 Frame-Tale is excluded because it has no beginning nor end and 
is inappropriately long, whereas Metamicrofiction is excluded since, as well as having 
no beginning nor end it has no middle, it is inappropriately short. But this tells more 
against Aristotle’s definition than it does against the stories. 
 Other definitions of story exclude Frame-Tale and Metamicrofiction because 
they are metafictions, and not because they are microfictions. Most definitions require 
a causal connection between the events of the story, which excludes Frame-Tale and 
Metamicrofiction because they don’t feature causation in any obvious way.14 This is 
an important difference between Frame-Tale, Metamicrofiction and other stories. But 
whether it warrants withholding the word ‘stories’ is a verbal question that there is no 
need to resolve.15 
 
There are many novels longer than ten words. Marcel Proust’s A la recherche du 
temps perdu, which consists of approximately nine million six hundred and nine 
thousand characters including spaces, is often estimated to be the longest.16 Someone 
reading Frame-Tale at the same time per character as someone reading A la recherche 
du temps perdu would complete about two hundred and eight thousand eight hundred 
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and ninety-one rotations in the time taken to complete A la recherche du temps perdu. 
Nevertheless, the reader of Frame-Tale will still have more to read after the reader of 
A la recherche du temps perdu has finished. 
 Some poetry is much longer than A la recherche du temps perdu. Raymond 
Queneau’s A Hundred Thousand Billion Poems, for example, consists of ten fourteen 
line poems with identical rhyme schemes.17 Cutting between the lines allows them to 
be recombined into a total of ten to the power of fourteen or one hundred thousand 
billion poems. Queneau estimated that “… someone reading the book 24 hours a day 
would need 190,258,751 years to finish it”, implying a reading speed of one poem per 
minute, except for rest on leap days.18 Nevertheless, even if someone finished reading 
A Hundred Thousand Billion Poems at this speed, someone reading Frame-Tale at the 
same speed would still have more to read before and after. 
 Michèle Métail is composing a poem called Compléments de noms, inspired 
by the long German word ‘donaudampfschifffahrtsgesellschaftskäpitan’.19 The first 
few lines run: 
 le capitaine de la compagnie des voyages en bateau à vapeur du danube 
la femme du capitaine de la compagnie des voyages en bateau à vapeur 
la fille de la femme du capitaine de la compagnie des voyages en bateau 
… and so on, where each line is succeeded by one dropping the last possessive 
phrase and prefixing a new one. The poem is reputed to be more than twenty thousand 
lines long, but is intended to be infinite.20 
 Whereas Queneau’s instructions suffice to determine which poems are part of 
A Hundred Thousand Billion Poems,  Métail’s instructions underdetermine which line 
of Compléments de noms is next, so Métail’s intention for Compléments de noms to 
be infinite is unrealised, and the poem is incomplete. (It might also be worried that 
Compléments de noms cannot be infinite, since each line requires new vocabulary, but 
the vocabulary of French is finite. However, Métail sidesteps this worry by adopting 
vocabulary from other languages, and one may expect the growth of vocabulary in all 
languages to outstrip the growth of the poem.21) 
 Nevertheless, there are novels and poems which are infinitely long. Take, for 
example, ω, which is a verse novel consisting of the following sentences: 
I write 
I write I write 
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I write I write I write 
… and so on, where each successive line prefixes ‘I write’ to its predecessor.22 
These instructions, like Queneau’s for A Hundred Thousand Billion Poems, suffice to 
determine the next line of ω. So like Frame-Tale, ω is endless. 
Nevertheless, ω and Frame-Tale are not comparable with respect to length. 
Since ω and Frame-Tale are both endless, someone who reads a line of ω in the same 
time as someone who reads one rotation of Frame-Tale will continue reading for as 
long. But since Frame-Tale is beginningless, whereas ω is not, someone who reads 
one line of ω in the same time as someone who reads one rotation of Frame-Tale 
won’t have been reading for as long. The reader of Frame-Tale will already have been 
reading from eternity when the reader of ω has just begun. 
In other words, if ω and Frame-Tale were comparable with respect to length, 
then it would be possible for us to compare their lengths by beginning reading at the 
same time and at the same speed, and discovering whether one of us reads for longer 
than the other. But although neither of us would read for longer than the other – since 
neither of us would ever stop reading if we maintained constant speed – we cannot 
begin reading at the same time, because Frame-Tale has no beginning to begin from – 
to read it at constant speed, one has to have always been already reading it. 
Reordering ω so that the lines in which ‘I’ occurs an even number of times 
appear first, in descending order according to the number of times which ‘I’ appears, 
and the lines in which ‘I’ occurs an odd number of times appear second, in ascending 
order according to the number of times which ‘I’ appears, produces ω* + ω, a novel 
which is equal in length to Frame-Tale.23 Like Frame-Tale, ω* + ω has no beginning, 
since before every line there is either a shorter line in which ‘I’ occurs an odd number 
of times or a longer line in which ‘I’ occurs an even number of times.24 
Frame-Tale and ω* + ω are equal and comparable in length, since someone 
who reads a line of ω* + ω in the same time as someone who reads one rotation of 
Frame-Tale will continue reading for as long, since ω* + ω and Frame-Tale are both 
endless, but will also have been reading for as long, since ω* + ω and Frame-Tale are 
also both beginningless. In other words, if you and I read ω* + ω and Frame-Tale at 
the same constant speed, then we will both continue reading for ever, but we will both 
also have always been already reading it. 
 Taking ‘I write I write’ from ω* + ω and placing it at the end produces ω* + 
ω + 1, a novel which is one sentence longer than ω* + ω, and so longer than Frame-
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Tale. ω* + ω + 1 is longer than ω* + ω because every sentence in which ‘I’ occurs 
an odd number of times in ω* + ω corresponds to the same sentence in ω* + ω + 1, 
and every sentence of ω* + ω in which ‘I’ occurs an even number of times 
corresponds to a sentence in which ‘I’ occurs twice more in ω* + ω + 1, but no 
sentence in ω* + ω corresponds to the final sentence of ω* + ω + 1. 
 In other words, ω* + ω + 1 is longer than ω* + ω since if you and I read and 
have always been reading ω* + ω + 1 and ω* + ω at the same constant speed, so that 
every time I read a line of ω* + ω you read a line of ω* + ω + 1, then although I will 
always have more lines to read, every line of ω* + ω will eventually be read by me, 
whereas the last line of ω* + ω + 1, ‘I write I write’, will never be read by you. Since 
it would take forever to read the lines of ω* + ω + 1 which precede ‘I write I write’, 
there would be no time left to read the last line. 
 So Frame-Tale is not the longest story. 
 
It might be objected that ω, ω* + ω, and ω* + ω + 1 can’t be read and written in full. 
But similar objections can be raised about Frame-Tale and A Hundred Thousand 
Billion Poems: Frame-Tale can be written but not read in full and the one hundred 
thousand billion poems in A Hundred Thousand Billion Poems all have some chance 
of being read, but most never will be. Likewise, flipping a coin until it lands tails and 
then writing and reading ‘I write’ as many times as it landed heads gives every 
sentence in ω, ω* + ω, and ω* + ω + 1 a chance of being read. It doesn’t matter that 
most of them never will be.25 
It might also be objected that whereas it’s possible in principle to read A 
Hundred Thousand Billion Poems in a finite but long period of time, it’s impossible 
even in principle to read Frame-Tale, ω, ω* + ω, or ω* + ω + 1 in a finite period of 
time. But it is possible in principle to read ω in a finite period of time: if one reads the 
first sentence in half a minute, the second sentence in a quarter of a minute, the third 
sentence in an eighth of a minute, … and so on, then one will be finished before a 
minute. Of course, it’s not possible to read, say, the sixth sentence in less than a 
second but, like finishing A Hundred Thousand Billion Poems before death, this is a 
mere impracticability. 
Likewise, it is possible in principle to read Frame-Tale in a finite period of 
time: if one reads two rotations in a quarter of a minute each, before reading one in an 
eighth of a minute as well as after reading one in an eighth of a minute, before reading 
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one in a sixteenth of a minute as well as after reading one in a sixteenth of a minute, 
… and so on, then one will be finished reading before a minute. It may be thought one 
can’t have finished Frame-Tale in less than a minute, since one must have broken off 
after the last rotation. But there was no last rotation, since after every rotation in the 
last half minute, there was another which was half as long. Similarly, one needn’t 
have begun reading in medias res, because there was no first rotation either: before 
every rotation in the first half minute, there was another which was half as long.26 
 It’s possible in principle to read ω* + ω in the same finite period of time: if 
one reads two rotations in a quarter of a minute each, before reading one in an eighth 
of a minute as well as after reading one in an eighth of a minute, … and so on, then 
one will be finished reading before a minute. And if ω* + ω + 1 is read at the same 
speed, it will be finished in almost the same finite amount of time, with only the 
addition of the time taken to read the final sentence. (Some of the novels mentioned 
below may have more elements than there are times, so whether it’s possible to read 
one of these novels depends on whether it’s possible for time to have more moments 
than the novel has elements.) 
 
Let us say that a novel is well-ordered if and only if all of its abridgements have a first 
part (and let us say that an abridgement of a novel is any collection of the parts of the 
novel in their usual order, including the whole novel, but excluding the collection of 
none of its parts).27 ω, for example, is a well-ordered novel, since every abridgement 
of ω has a first part: its shortest sentence. But ω* + ω, on the other hand, isn’t a well-
ordered novel, since ω* + ω is an abridgement of itself with no first sentence. Frame-
Tale, likewise, is not well-ordered, because it has no beginning.28 
 Every two well-ordered novels are comparable in length, because the first part 
of the first novel corresponds to the first part of the second novel, and the first part of 
the rest of the parts (if any) of the first novel corresponds to the first part of the rest of 
the parts (if any) of the second novel, and so on. If every part of the first corresponds 
in this way to a part of the second and vice versa, then the novels are the same length, 
whereas if some part of the first corresponds to no part of the second, then the first is 
longer, and vice versa.29 
 Taking ‘I write I write’ from ω and placing it at the end, for example, 
produces ω + 1, a novel which is one sentence longer than ω. ω + 1 is one sentence 
longer than ω, because each sentence of ω corresponds to a sentence of ω + 1, but the 
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last sentence of ω + 1 does not correspond to any sentence of ω: ‘I write’ in ω 
corresponds to ‘I write’ in ω + 1, ‘I write I write’ in ω corresponds to ‘I write I write I 
write’ in ω + 1, ‘I write I write I write’ in ω corresponds to ‘I write I write I write I 
write’ in ω + 1, … and so on, but ‘I write I write’ in ω + 1 does not correspond to any 
sentence in ω.  
 Taking the second and fourth sentences from ω and adding them to the end 
produces ω + 2, a novel two sentences longer than ω. Taking the second, fourth and 
sixth sentences produces ω + 3, a novel three sentences longer, taking the second, 
fourth, sixth and eighth produces ω + 4, … and so on. Taking every second sentence 
from ω and adding them to the end produces ω + ω or ω.2, which is twice as long as 
ω. But even ω.2 is not the longest novel: taking it’s second sentence and adding it to 
the end produces ω.2 + 1, a novel one sentence longer still.30 
 In general, for any novel in this series, its sequel is produced, if it has no last 
sentence, by taking the second sentence from the beginning and adding it to the end 
or, if it has a last sentence, by counting backwards to find the number of sentences 
before one with no immediate predecessor, and then counting forwards by twice that 
number to find the sentence to take to the end. Counting back from the end of ω + 4, 
for example, one finds four sentences before one with no immediate predecessor, so 
one takes the eighth sentence from ω + 4 to the end to produce ω + 5.31 
The novel ω.2, although it is longer than ω, ω + 1, ω + 2, …, and so on, is not 
the sequel of any of them; it is produced by collating all its prequels. In general, for an 
endless sequence of sequels of ω, in which all prequels of all novels in that sequence 
are included, the next novel is produced by first taking the sentences not preceded by 
a sentence with no immediate predecessor except the first in every novel, and then all 
sentences which are preceded by a sentence with no immediate predecessor except the 
first in any novel, as well as the second sentence with no immediate predecessor.32 
The next novel after the endless series ω, ω + 1, ω + 2, …, for example, is the 
novel consisting of all the sentences with an odd number of occurrences of ‘I’, since 
these occur in all of ω, ω + 1, ω + 2, … without being preceded by a sentence with 
no immediate predecessor except the first, followed by all the sentences with an even 
number of occurrences of ‘I’, since all of these except ‘I write I write’ are preceded by 
‘I write I write’ in ω, ω + 1, ω + 2, …, and since ‘I write I write’ has no immediate 
predecessor (and is not the first sentence with no immediate predecessor).  
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These two processes produce the following series of longer and longer novels, 
of which ω is merely the shortest: 
ω, ω + 1, ω + 2, …, ω.2, ω.2 + 1, …, ω.3, …, ω2, …, ω3, …, ωω, … 
Though the sentences of ω may be stretched into novels of greater and greater length, 
there is a sense in which all these novels, as well as ω* + ω and ω* + ω + 1, all have 
the same size, because they were all produced by reordering the sentences in ω, and 
so all contain the same number of sentences.33 
 Taking each novel in this series as the chapters of a larger novel produces ω1, 
which encompasses all of them. ω1 is longer than any chapter of ω1, because if the 
first sentence of the chapter corresponds to the first chapter of ω1, then the succeeding 
sentences of the chapter correspond to succeeding chapters of ω1, but a succeeding 
chapter of ω1 does not correspond to any sentence. Every sentence in chapter ω, for 
example, corresponds to a chapter preceding ω.2, since ‘I write’ corresponds to ω, ‘I 
write I write’ to ω + 1, ‘I write I write I write’ to ω + 1, … and so on, but no sentence 
of ω corresponds to chapter ω.2 itself. 
 Not only is ω1 longer than any of its chapters, it is also larger than any of its 
chapters, since ω1 has more chapters than any of its chapters has sentences. For 
suppose ω1 had the same number of chapters as its chapters have sentences. Then it 
would be possible to reorder the sentences of ω so that each sentence corresponds to a 
chapter of ω1. But if it were possible to reorder ω so that each sentence corresponded 
to a chapter of ω1, then since ω1 encompasses as its chapters all novels stretched from 
the sentences of ω, this reordering would be a chapter of ω1 which is also the length 
of ω1. But we have already showed that ω1 is longer than any of its chapters.34 
 Taking the second chapter from ω1 and adding it to the end produces ω1 + 1, 
taking every second chapter of the chapters from ω1 preceding ω.2 produces ω1 + ω, 
… and so on. In general, applying the two procedures mentioned above to chapters 
instead of sentences produces the following series of longer and longer novels: 
ω1, ω1 + 1, …, ω1 + ω, …, ω1.2, …, ω12, …, ω1ω, …, ω1ω1, … 
Though the chapters of ω1 may be stretched into novels of greater and greater lengths, 
all these novels are the same size, because they are all composed of the same number 
of chapters, which are all composed of the same number of sentences. 
 Taking all the preceding novels as the volumes of a larger novel produces ω2, 
which encompasses all of them. ω2 is longer than any volume of ω1, because if the 
first chapter of that volume corresponds to the first volume of ω2, then the succeeding 
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chapters of that volume correspond to succeeding volumes of ω2, but a succeeding 
volume of ω2 does not correspond to any chapter. Every chapter in volume ω1, for 
example, corresponds to a volume preceding ω1, since ω corresponds to ω, ω + 1 to 
ω + 1, … and so on until ω.2, which corresponds to ω.2, …, and so on, but no chapter 
of ω1 corresponds to volume ω1 itself. 
 ω2 is not only longer than any of its volumes, but also larger than any of its 
volumes, since ω2 has more volumes than any of its volumes has chapters, for the 
same reason ω1 has more chapters than any of its chapters have sentences. Reordering 
the volumes of ω2 produces longer novels of the same size, which with preceding 
novels can be gathered into ω3, which is also longer and larger than any of them. And 
reordering ω3 produces longer novels, which with preceding novels can be gathered 
into ω4, …, leading to ever larger novels ω5, ω6, … ωω, ωω+1, …, ωω.2, …, and so on. 
In general, by applying the first procedure mentioned above to the direct parts 
of a novel one produces a sequel to that novel which is one part longer. By applying 
the second procedure mentioned above to the direct parts of an endless sequence of 
sequels of those novels, which includes all prequels of all novels in that sequence, one 
produces the next novel in the series. And by concatenating together all the novels in 
one of these series into a single novel one produces the first novel of the next series, 
which is not only longer but also larger than all of them. 
It might be thought that it’s possible to collate all novels composed in this way 
into a single novel which encompasses them all, and so is longer than all the novels. 
But this is not possible. For suppose it were possible to gather all novels composed in 
this way into a single novel which encompasses them all, and so is longer than all of 
them. Then by taking this novel’s second element and adding it to the end, it would be 
possible to compose an even longer novel. But since this novel was composed in the 
same way, this would contradict the supposition we had gathered all novels composed 
in this way into a single novel which is longer than them all.35 
So there is no longest story. 
 
In every novel considered so far, the elements possess a specific order, and reordering 
the elements produces a different novel. But for some novels, the elements possess no 
specific order, and reordering the elements simply produces a different version of the 
same novel. Bryan Johnson’s The Unfortunates, for example, is published in a box, so 
the unbound sections, except the first and last, can be read in any order.36 Likewise, 
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Marc Saporta’s Composition No. 1 consists of a box of unbound pages, which should 
be shuffled and read in random order.37 Abstracting from the order of sentences in ω 
produces א0, a novel in which the sentences can be read in any order.38 
א0 has no determinate length, but since it has the same number of sentences 
as ω, it has the same size as ω, and as every other novel produced by reordering 
the sentences of ω. Abstracting from the order of chapters in ω1 produces א1, which 
has the same size as ω1 and every other novel produced by reordering the chapters 
of ω1. Abstracting from the order of volumes in ω2 produces א2, which has the same 
size as ω2 and every other novel produced by reordering the volumes of ω2. … 
And so on.39 
 But abstracting from the order of the elements in the novels discussed so far is 
not the only way to produce novels larger than א0. Taking all subsets of sentences in 
א0, in no particular order, as the paragraphs, in no particular order, of a new novel 
produces 2א0. 2א0 is larger than א0, because 2א0 has more paragraphs than א0 has 
sentences. For suppose the number of paragraphs in 2א0 were the same as the 
number of sentences in א0. Then it would be possible to head each paragraph of 2א0 
with a sentence of א0. But this is not possible. 
For suppose every paragraph in 2א0 were headed with a sentence of א0. Then 
take the paragraph consisting of all and only the sentences of א0 not contained in the 
paragraphs they head. This paragraph could not be headed by a sentence it contains, 
since it contains only sentences heading paragraphs not containing them. Nor could it 
be headed by a sentence it does not contain, since it contains all sentences heading 
paragraphs not containing them. So this paragraph could not be headed by any 
sentence, which contradicts our supposition.40 
Since 2א0 is larger than א0, and since א0 is the same size as ω, 2א0 is larger than 
ω. So if we can choose a chapter of 2א0 to be the first, and then choose another chapter 
to be next, and then the next, … and then choose a chapter to be next after all these 
chapters, … and so on until the chapters of 2א0 are well-ordered, then 2א0 will be longer 
than ω and so at least as long as ω1.41 Since ω1 is the same size as א1, it would follow 
that 2א0 is also at least as large as ω1 and א1. But whether 2א0 is exactly the same size as 
א1 depends on the continuum hypothesis, a famously unresolved question.42 
Regardless of whether 2א0 is comparable in size with א1 or any larger novel 
mentioned so far, 2א0 cannot be the largest novel, since a larger novel is produced by 
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taking every subset of the paragraphs in 2א0, in no particular order, as the chapters, in 
no particular order, of a new novel. This novel has more chapters than 2א0 has 
paragraphs, since if its chapters numbered the same or less than the number of 
paragraphs in 2א0, it would be possible to head all of them with a paragraph from 2א0. 
But this is not possible. 
For suppose all its chapters were headed with a paragraph of 2א0. Then take the 
chapter consisting of all and only the paragraphs of 2א0 which aren’t contained in the 
chapters they head. This chapter couldn’t be headed by a paragraph it contains, since 
it contains only paragraphs heading chapters which don’t contain them. But nor could 
it be headed by a paragraph it does not contain, since it contains all paragraphs 
heading chapters which don’t contain them. So this chapter could not be headed by 
any paragraph.43 
 It might be thought that there’s a single novel which has every novel as one of 
its chapters, and so is the largest novel. But there cannot be such a novel. For consider 
the novel which has as its volumes every subset of these chapters. This second novel 
must have more volumes than the first has chapters, since if its volumes numbered the 
same or less than chapters in the first, it would be possible to preface every volume of 
the second with a chapter of the first. But this isn’t possible. 
For suppose all its volumes were prefaced by a chapter. Then take the volume 
consisting of all and only the chapters not contained in the volumes they preface. This 
volume couldn’t be headed by a chapter it contains, since it contains only chapters 
prefacing volumes which don’t contain them. But nor could it be prefaced by a 
chapter it does not contain, since it contains all chapters prefacing volumes which 
don’t contain them. So this volume could not be prefaced by any chapter.44 
 So there is no largest story.45 
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